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TREND CAR MORE THAN JUST
A MEANS OF TRANSPORT
TRAVEL ADVICE:
AUTOWERK FORD COLOGNE
PRODUCT DIVERSITY IN THE
TINY NICHE

INTRO
ON GOOD CARS AND GOOD FACTORIES
The protests that accompanied the opening of the IAA in Munich reﬂect that the car is suffering a severe image
issue among parts of the population. The car, which accounted for 9% of global CO2 emissions in 2018 according to
Greenpeace, is the focus of activists, certainly also in light of the climate debate. The impression arises that the car,
and its entire industry with it, is “evil” and bears the sole responsibility for the entire climate disaster.

While the car gave my generation a feeling of freedom in the
seventies, suddenly allowing them to go on holidays in southern
Europe and to take spontaneous short weekend trips, it seems
to have become climate-enemy number one, in particular
among the younger generation, now.
There certainly are some eco-friendly alternatives in the big city,
where one can use bikes, e-bikes, or public transport. Things
become complicated and time-consuming without a car at the
latest when moving into the outskirts, however. I expect that
we’ll still be seeing plenty of cars in major cities even 20 years
from now, though they will likely look differently and be safely
emission-free.
Perhaps everyone in our industry needs to advertise the car as
a “blessing” and something good for our individual mobility that
barely anyone wants to give up. Some concepts are presented
at the IAA from this angle, including zero-emission vehicles and
fully recyclable vehicles. This clearly is the right way forward.
For us as a factory equipment supplier, this discussion also
serves as a wake-up call to continue working on future-oriented
concepts. The consistent reduction of energy consumption in
the manufacture of vehicles is one key approach here.

This may be done by
substituting pneumatic
drives with electric
ones. Another aspect in
terms of sustainability is
found in the options for
ReUse/ReTooling, not
only for turntables and
welding guns, but also
for gripper systems and
conveyor belts.
We consider it our task
to offer solutions that are economically reasonable here in future.
Good cars also need good factories. Tünkers Group wants to
make a valuable contribution to this with innovative solutions.
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FORD COLOGNE-NIEHL

AUTOWERK
Henry Ford laid the foundation for an industrial empire
with the founding of the Ford Motor Company in
Detroit in 1903. The assembly line production of the
Model T revolutionised the manufacturing processes of
automotive manufacturers. The American history of the
FORD brand is known well enough. Knowledge of its
German offshoot’s origin is far less widely spread.
Today’s Ford-Werke GmbH was founded in Berlin as early as
1925, a single day after an import ban on foreign automobiles
was lifted. Model Ts were assembled from supplied parts in the
Westhafen in Berlin Moabit from 1926 to 1931.
The company moved to Cologne in 1930. Mayor Konrad
Adenauer, later to be German Chancellor, signed the contract
for the construction of the Ford plant in the Niehl district. The
early years’ models bore such melodious names as Rheinland,
Köln, Eifel, or Taunus to underline their status as “Made in
Germany”. Until Germany declared war on the USA in December
1941, about half of the share capital was in German hands.
Subsequently, the company was placed under the control of the
Reich Commissar for the Treatment of Enemy Property:

In that position, it produced many vehicles for the Wehrmacht.
The Cologne cathedral was placed on the vehicles’ radiator
grille as an emblem.
On the day of the surrender, the assembly lines in CologneNiehl started up again as well. In 1952, the first new German
Ford design, the Taunus 12 M masterpiece, was presented.
Today, Cologne serves as the headquarters of Ford of Europe,
cooperating with other production and development centres
such as Saarlouis, Craiova, and Valencia.
In the year of the company’s 90th anniversary, about 15,000
people are working for Ford in the cathedral city. They currently
produce the small Fiesta cars, also the passenger car produced
for the longest time and at the greatest numbers. Nine million
cars have rolled off the assembly lines so far.
The first strictly electric volume model from Ford in Europe is
to be produced at the Ford plants in Cologne in 2023 as well.
Ford has announced investments of one billion US dollars in the
expansion of the Cologne plant into an e-mobility centre. This is
the largest investment in its history.

Source: FORD-Werke GmbH

MOTORWORLD Köln-Rheinland

TRAVEL ADVICE COLOGNE
Cologne is a destination to be enjoyed with all senses: The
Chocolate Museum in the Southern Old Town appeals in
particular to the sweet receptors of our sense of taste. The
many breweries for Kölsch beer with their approx. 25 brands
can be set against this as a hop-centric alternative. Every single
brewery and every old-town pub is also a bit of a beer museum,
conveying drinking culture. The Farina “Eau de Cologne”
museum targets the olfactory sense with 300 years of fragrance
history to be enjoyed by the nose.
Automotive fans can take a look around the MOTORWOLRD in
the Butzweilerhof. The former airport location also houses the
private collection of Formula 1 legend Michael Schumacher, with
the karts of his early years, Formula-1 cars, and trophies.
There is an impressive number of museums of art, culture, and
history. Museum Ludwig, Rautenstrauch-Jost, Wallraf-Richartz,
Roman-Germanic Museum, and Kolumba are just a few names
here. The Cologne cathedral points the way to the centre of the
largest city on the Rhine to visitors approaching from any direction.

MOTORWORLD Cologne-Rhineland, Michael Schumacher Private Collection
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CONVERTIBLE ELECTRIC VEHICLES
The time when inventors were entrepreneurs as well, opening up new vehicle niches with innovative concepts, actually
seems long in the past. With the megatrend of electromobility, however, the founder personality increasingly makes its
return to the automotive scene. Whether this is Elon Musk with the premium e-vehicle or Günther Schuh with his vans
and microcars, individual personalities with the courage to tackle new concepts are on the rise. Paul Leibold, who
wants to break new ground with the electric runabout ACM City One, belongs in this category as well..
ACM is short for Adaptive City Mobility, describing a versatile
vehicle type for city use. An electric drive is mandatory these
days. A replaceable battery system renders the question of
charging time irrelevant. There are four battery cases in the boot
as range extenders, and the range can be extended even further
by carrying additional battery packs on the roof of the City One.
According to the Munich-based company, this car offers a total
range of up to 360 kilometres, while managing 240 kilometres
without any extra batteries.
The versatility of the little runabout also lies in its optimised
interior that can fit up to 5 persons. Alternatively, it can carry a
euro pallet in its trunk. The concept is, therefore, aimed equally
at taxi operators and delivery services.

The largest market has been identified in Asia and Africa, where
environmentally friendly drives and efficient use of traffic space
are important issues. Fleet operators and leasing companies are
at the young provider’s focus.
The step to production is to be tackled next. Canadian-Austrian
group Magna will be a very strong and experienced partner for
contract manufacturing. The first test vehicles are scheduled to
hit the road in 2023. Serial production is to commence in plants
in Asia in the following year at the latest.
It remains to be seen whether and when we will see the little
runabout in European cities as well.

Paul Leibold

FROM HOBBY WORKSHOP
TO PROBABLY THE HIPPEST AND
CERTAINLY THE HIGHEST-PS ELECTRIC CAR
MANUFACTURER OF TODAY

Source: RIMAC AUTOMOBILI

CAR ICONS
It all started out with a young man and his big dream in a garage in Croatia in 2007.
Mate Rimac converted his old BMW E30 into an electric car. He
had this idea after the combustion engine of his car exploded
during a car race. Instead of replacing the engine, he built his
own powertrain and laid the foundation for Rimac Automobili.
The original 3-series BMW went through a total of five stages of
redevelopment, becoming lighter, more reliable, and faster each
time. Of course, there wasn’t much left of the original serial car
in the end. It seemed like a good idea to build an all-new electric
sports car as a result.
This led to the birth of the Rimac Concept_One, an electricpowered sports car with an acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h in
2.5 seconds. The world’s most powerful electric sports car was
born, and Rimac unveiled its successor, the C_Two Nevera, with
one electric motor per wheel in 2018. The four of them together
reach 1914 horsepower and the car is said to accelerate from
0 to 100 km/h in less than 2 seconds. The name of Nevera
could not be any more appropriate. For the people of Croatia,
it describes a fast, unexpected, and powerful Mediterranean
storm that races across the open sea off Croatia. A Nevera is
extremely powerful and will charge lightning fast.
Even though we probably won’t even think about it anymore at
that speed: it may be interesting, too?

Source: RIMAC AUTOMOBILI

The car’s range is to cover 650 km. The batteries charge from
zero to 80 percent in less than 30 minutes.
Rimac currently employs 850 persons. Its headquarters are
located on the outskirts of Zagreb in Croatia, and we are excited
to see how its rise will continue. The purchase of Bugatti may
be another milestone in the success story of Mate Rimac,
who is also often referred to as the Elon Musk of the Balkans.
Expectations are that he will help transform Bugatti into an e
sports car. This is supported by a very special German sports
car manufacturer, as Porsche and Rimac bought Bugatti from
Volkswagen to form the Bugatti-Rimac joint venture.
Oliver Blume, Chairman of the Board of Porsche AG: “We
are combining Bugatti’s strong expertise in the hypercar area
with Rimac’s great innovative power in the promising field
of electric mobility. Bugatti supplies a brand rich in tradition,
iconic products, a loyal customer base, and a worldwide
dealer network to the joint venture, while Rimac contributes a
new approach to development and organisation in addition to
technology.”
It’s probably only a matter of time before the first all-electric
Bugatti is on the roads of this world...
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CAR ART
DETROIT INDUSTRY MURALS
Edsel Bryan Ford, the son of Henry Ford, not only was the president of the FORD Motor Company,
but also chairman of the Detroit Municipal Arts Committee.
Critics of his industrial painting have complained about
pornographic, blasphemous, and communist content. The work
even seemed to be in danger at times. Edsel B. Ford, however,
continued to support the artist and his work. This helped calm
the situation.
This highly unusual connection between artist and entrepreneur
led to the perfect union that brought about great works that can
still be admired in Detroit today.
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He assisted the famous Mexican painter Diego Rivera in
creating his “Detroit Industry Murals” frescoes that surround
the courtyard at the Detroit Institute of Arts. Ford contributed
USD 100 per painted square foot for this work. When the artist
visited the location, however, he decided to paint the entire yard
instead of the two planned paintings, without raising the fee.
He painted his frescoes in 1932-33, depicting Detroit’s industry.
The two main panels show people working at the Ford Motor
Company’s River Rouge Plant.
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INVENTION OF THE PNEUMATIC CLAMP –
A PIECE OF AUTOMATION HISTORY
SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS OFTEN COME FROM COMBINING TWO WELL-KNOWN PRINCIPLES.

The pneumatic clamp is based on two articulated lever elements
– the toggle lever – and compressed air as the working medium.
Both have been known and used in work processes for
centuries.
Ford had no idea how complex the task would be when they
came up with the idea of automating the manual fixing of sheet
metal in bodyshell construction in Cologne in the mid-1960s.
First, they ordered the prototypes of a pneumatic clamp from
America. It turned out to be quite unreliable, however. The goal
of a new development was to be smooth operation without
wear and lubrication with more than 1 million working cycles.
The people in charge at Ford preferred to rely on a design
engineer with documented pneumatic experience close to the
site. Josef Gerhard Tünkers was charged with developing of the
pneumatic clamp.

TÜNKERS Maschinenbau GmbH entirely realigned its focus with
its invention of the “automotive clamp”, combining a compact
compressed air cylinder and a toggle lever mechanism in one
housing and turning towards the automotive industry. More and
more new versions were being developed for bodyshell
construction. Other industries are using products for industrial
robots as well. Acquisitions of other manufacturers such as
EXPERT and NIMAK supplement the product range.

An almost weekly shuttle service between Ratingen and
Cologne was set up in the months to follow in order to
constantly improve the practical suitability of the prototypes.
Large-scale production of the clamp for Ford commenced in
May 1968, following a two-year development phase. After this,
the patented universal toggle clamp reduced production time
considerably. As early as 1970, companies such as Daimler and
KUKA ordered the first TÜNKERS clamps, which increasingly
became the worldwide standard.
In 1972, J.G. Tünkers had the 2nd generation of the clamp,
made of aluminium and with internal rollers, patented.

Scoure: FORD-Werke GmbH

AUTOMATION HISTORY

Josef Gerhard Tünkers
Developer of the first pneumatic
clamp and founder of the company;
patent drawing for the pneumatic
clamp
Even if J.G. Tünkers had the basic
ideas for his pneumatic clamp
some 55 years ago, he continues
to develop it further virtually every
day. He is often found in the group’s
workshops and test laboratories,
supported by a large team of design
engineers and application specialists.

KABINENROLLER,
CARGOBIKE,
MINISTROMER,
STADTFLOH…
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PRODUCT DIVERSITY IN THE TINY NICHE

The product range is not really new. Vehicles should be cheap and offer mobility, be they the BMW Isetta, FIAT Topolino,
Goggomobil, or Reliant Robin. The vehicle concepts of the 40s and 50s usually also were cute. They always were
unconventional.

Today’s focus is on environmental protection and getting
away from combustion engines, as well as optimising use of
space. E-mobility is redefining the niche of very small vehicles.
Transition from electric cargo bike to cabin scooter to mini
transporter are fluid.
The Renault Twizy has been available as an urban lifestyle
vehicle for several years now. The Opel Rocks-e adds an eyecatching entry solution to the scene with its right and left doors
opening in opposite directions.
The Microlino from Swiss manufacturer Mikro revisits the familiar
refrigerator solution, which means that the entire front can
simply be folded forwards to serve as a door. The retro design
with high-tech appeal has certainly earned a beauty award.

Source:Elektrofrosch Berlin

Cargo bikes from Antric in Bochum and Citkar in Berlin
represent delivery concepts for the near distance. Protection
from the weather, sufficient cargo space and supporting electric
motors were at the top of the specification list for the fourwheeled “bikes”. The Elektrofrosch minivan also hails from urban
delivery on a level below that of actual passenger cars. These
vehicles built in Turkey offer many special transport solutions.
Electrically powered auto rickshaws have long held a relevant
market share in passenger and freight transport in some areas
of Africa and Asia. Many countries are promoting the switch
to the zero-emission, low-noise alternatives. In other regions,
however, we will have to see whether charging infrastructure,
parking space management, route marking, and logistics
concepts leave enough space for these tiny city cars.

Source: Loadster LIFE - Hardy Mutschler | Marius Bauer

A LOOK AT A SITE’S HISTORY
The city of Ratingen only has a single vehicle plant in its
neighbourhood to show anymore today. It’s the Sprinter
production of Mercedes-Benz in Düsseldorf, just a few
kilometres away and an important user of TÜNKERS
automation technology

Source: Museumsstiftung Post und Telekommunikation, Sammlung Frankfurt a.M.

VEHICLE INDUSTRY IN RATINGEN

DAAG in Ratingen

Deutsche Lastautomobilfabrik AG, by far the largest vehicle
plant in Ratingen’s industrial history, was located in the innercity area. It was abbreviated DAAG and founded by three
engineers, a building contractor, and a lawyer as early as 1910.
The new start-up was going to help replace horse-drawn
carriages by trucks and buses. 1,200 employees built these
motorised commercial vehicles developed in house during its
most successful period. The company held a Reich patent for
an innovative engine brake, where the camshaft was adjusted
during braking, making the engine work as a compressor.
Following World War I, DAAG relied on the fast truck, particularly
popular among breweries, fire brigades, municipal fleets, and
circuses; the Reichspost Ministry alone ordered 628 of these
vehicles.

The economic upheaval of those
years was hardly survivable
even with a substantial share
in the technical progress of the
time around World War I. In the
end, the company was acquired
by Krupp Group in Essen
and production was gradually
discontinued. Unemployment
in the town of Ratingen rose to
as much as 30% in 1932 in the
wake of this. August Wurring,
one of the former apprentices,
had long since set up his own
business and was involved with
the design and construction of
motorcycles.
The former administration building at Bahnstraße 47 is still
standing among the DAAG buildings. An outstandingly
preserved historical post bus from 1925 is exhibited at the
Museum für Kommunikation in Frankfurt am Main.
AWD Museum

Repro Achim Blazy

Historically, however, the almost-metropolis used to have several
connections to motorised traffic. For example, the HoffmannWerke in Ratingen Lintorf produced motorcycles and, first and
foremost, the famous Vespa scooters, in licensed production in
the post-war years from 1949 onwards. Hoffmann even briefly
produced a small car. The company went bankrupt in 1954.
Some of the buildings are listed today and have been put to
different uses. The private motorcycle museum AWD is located
virtually around the corner in Ratingen Breitscheid. August Wurring
Düsseldorf (AWD) was an ambitious motorcycle manufacturer from
1921 to 1960. This manufactory is preserved for the public
by the grandson of the founder as an exciting technology museum.

August Wurring

TÜNKERS IBÉRICA SL
THIS IS US...
The branch office for the Iberian Peninsula was founded
in 1990 already. Significant parts of the company APM
– Barcelona were added and integrated in 2011. The
company is located only a 10 minutes’ drive from the
airport of the Catalan metropolis in the town of Sant Boi
de Llobregat. The 80 employees not only handle sales
in Spain and Portugal, but also produce many products
for the TÜNKERS 9 automation modules on 4000 m².
Development work focuses on the area of promotion. The
variety of belts and systems is impressive:

• Accumulating conveyor
• Cycle belts
• Webbing
• Transfer systems
• Pallet roller conveyor
• Skate roller conveyor
• Roller conveyor
• Container swap systems
• Twin concept

Gripper systems and pneumatic clamps are further items on
the plant’s assembly list, thus increasing TÜNKERS Group’s
flexibility. The team is very international and multilingual. The
design engineers enjoy working in conjunction with the other
locations and provide global support for project customers.
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